Annual General Meeting
Saturday 28th May

2022

The International Plastic
Modellers’ Society (UK) Ltd.

Annual General Meeting of
The International Plastic Modellers’ Society (UK) Ltd.
To be held on

SATURDAY 28th MAY 2022
Agenda
1.

Notice to Convene the Meeting.

2.

Apologies for Absence.

3.

President’s Opening Remarks.

4.

To approve the Minutes of the 2021 AGM (Appendix 1).

5.

Matters Arising from the 2021 AGM.

6.

To receive the Officer’ reports (Appendix 2);
President (Paul Regan)			 National Competition Secretary (Andrew Brown)
Hon Secretary (Antony Horton)			 Scale ModelWorld Manager (Richard Middleton)
Honorary Treasurer (John Hebditch)		 Magazine Editor (David Berryman)
Membership Secretary (Doug Hughes)		 Technical Advisory Service (Alfie Bass)
UK Liaison Officer (John White)			 Kit Instructions Library (Brian Cameron)
Publicity/Vice President (John Tapsell)		 Webmaster (Peter Readman)
Overseas Liaison Officer (Gary Wenko)

Decal Bank Administrator (Paul Regan)

7.

To approve the 2021 Accounts (Appendix 3).

8.

To Re-appoint The Sargeant Partnership as Accountants and fix their remuneration.

9.

To Elect Officers:
Nominee

Proposed by		

Seconded by

President
Paul Regan (5467L)

T. Snowdon (7204L)

M. McEvoy (633)

Publicity Officer
John Tapsell (5857L)

S. Thompson (11627)

M. Davey (4793L)

Honorary Secretary
Antony Horton (6501)

C. Whitehouse (10999)

R. Lane (3080)

Membership Secretary
Doug Hughes (15581)

M. Briggs (4336)		

N. Wood (16937)

ScaleModel World Manager
Richard Middleton (4766)

M. Stevenson (10703)

H. Langridge (9690)

Webmaster
Peter Readman (5802)

P. Martin (15951)

J. Constable (5919)

Competition Secretary
Andrew Brown (7616)

I. Hartup (6517)		

A. Waistall-Brown (11296)

Election addresses are included at Appendix 4.
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10. To Discuss and Vote on the following Resolutions and Instructions:
Ordinary Resolution 1: Update Club Rule 11.5(C) to simply read:(c) Members of the public, who may be charged at different rates.
Proposed by Paul Regan (5467L)
Seconded by Richard Middleton (4766)
Special Resolution 2: Miscellaneous amendments to Articles related to tidying up, gender neutralisation, etc.
Defined terms
“Chairman” has the meaning given in article 12;
Change to The Chair the meaning given in article 12
“chairman of the meeting” has the meaning given in article 25;
Change to The Chair the meaning given in article 12.
Conflicts of interest  
14(6) Subject to paragraph (7), if a question arises at a meeting of directors or of a committee of directors as to the right of a director to participate in the meeting (or part of the meeting) for voting or
quorum purposes, the question may, before the conclusion of the meeting, be referred to the chairman
whose ruling in relation to any director other than the chairman is to be final and conclusive.
Change to
14(6) Subject to paragraph (7), if a question arises at a meeting of directors or of a committee of directors as to the right of a director to participate in the meeting (or part of the meeting) for voting or quorum purposes, the question may, before the conclusion of the meeting, be referred to the Chair, whose
ruling in relation to any director other than the Chair is to be final and conclusive.
14(7) If any question as to the right to participate in the meeting (or part of the meeting) should arise
in respect of the chairman, the question is to be decided by a decision of the directors at that meeting,
for which purpose the chairman is not to be counted as participating in the meeting (or that part of the
meeting) for voting or quorum purposes.
Change to
14(7) If any question as to the right to participate in the meeting (or part of the meeting) should arise
in respect of the Chair, the question is to be decided by a decision of the directors at that meeting, for
which purpose the Chair is not to be counted as participating in the meeting (or that part of the meeting)
for voting or quorum purposes.
Quorum for general meetings
24(2) No business other than the appointment of the chairman of the meeting is to be transacted at a
general meeting if the persons attending it do not constitute a quorum.
Change to
24(2) No business other than the appointment of the Chair of the meeting is to be transacted at a general meeting if the persons attending it do not constitute a quorum.
Chairing general meetings
25(1) The president of the company shall chair general meetings if present and willing to do so.
(2) If the president is unwilling to chair the meeting or is not present within ten minutes of the time at
which a meeting was due to start –
(a)

the directors present, or

(b) (if no directors are present), the meeting must appoint a director or member to chair the meeting,
and the appointment of the chairman of the meeting must be the first business of the meeting.
(3) The person chairing a meeting in accordance with this article is referred to as “the chairman of the
meeting”.
Change to
25.(1) The president of the company shall chair general meetings if present and willing to do so.
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(2) If the president is unwilling to chair the meeting or is not present within ten minutes of the time at
which a meeting was due to start –
(a)

the directors present, or

(b) (if no directors are present), the meeting must appoint a director or member to chair the meeting,
and the appointment of the Chair of the meeting must be the first business of the meeting.
(3) The person chairing a meeting in accordance with this article is referred to as “the Chair of the meeting”.
Attendance and speaking by directors and non-members
26(1) Directors may attend and speak at general meetings.
(2) The chairman of the meeting may permit other persons who are not members of the company to attend and speak at a general meeting.
Change to
26(1) Directors may attend and speak at general meetings.
(2) The Chair of the meeting may permit other persons who are not members of the company to attend
and speak at a general meeting.
Adjournment
27(1) If the persons attending a general meeting within half an hour of the time at which the meeting
was due to start do not constitute a quorum, or if during a meeting a quorum ceases to be present, the
chairman of the meeting must adjourn it.
(2) The chairman of the meeting may adjourn a general meeting at which a quorum is present if –
(a) the meeting consents to an adjournment, or
(b) it appears to the chairman of the meeting that an adjournment is necessary to protect the safety of
any person attending the meeting or ensure that the business of the meeting is conducted in an orderly
manner.
(3) The chairman of the meeting must adjourn a general meeting if directed to do so by the meeting.
(4) When adjourning a general meeting, the chairman of the meeting must –
Change to
27(1) If the persons attending a general meeting within half an hour of the time at which the meeting
was due to start do not constitute a quorum, or if during a meeting a quorum ceases to be present, the
Chair of the meeting must adjourn it.
(2) The Chair of the meeting may adjourn a general meeting at which a quorum is present if –
(a)

the meeting consents to an adjournment, or

(b) it appears to the Chair of the meeting that an adjournment is necessary to protect the safety of any
person attending the meeting or ensure that the business of the meeting is conducted in an orderly manner.
(3) The Chair of the meeting must adjourn a general meeting if directed to do so by the meeting.
(4) When adjourning a general meeting, the Chair of the meeting must –
Errors and disputes
29(2) Any such objection must be referred to the chairman of the meeting whose decision is final.
Change to
(2) Any such objection must be referred to the Chair of the meeting whose decision is final.
Poll votes
30(2) A poll may be demanded by –
(a)

the chairman of the meeting.

(b)

the directors.
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(c)

two or more persons having the right to vote on the resolution; or

(d) a person or persons representing not less than one tenth of the total voting rights of all the members having the right to vote on the resolution.
(3) A demand for a poll may be withdrawn if –
(a)

the poll has not yet been taken, and

(b)

the chairman of the meeting consents to the withdrawal.

(4) Polls must be taken immediately and in such manner as the chairman of the meeting directs.
Change to
30(2) A poll may be demanded by –
(a)

the Chair of the meeting.

(b)

the directors.

(c)

two or more persons having the right to vote on the resolution; or

(d) a person or persons representing not less than one tenth of the total voting rights of all the members having the right to vote on the resolution.
(3) A demand for a poll may be withdrawn if –
(a)

the poll has not yet been taken, and

(b)

the Chair of the meeting consents to the withdrawal.

(4) Polls must be taken immediately and in such manner as the Chair of the meeting directs.
Amendments to resolutions
33(1) An ordinary resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by ordinary resolution if –
(a) notice of the proposed amendment is given to the company in writing by a person entitled to vote
at the general meeting at which it is to be proposed not less than 48 hours before the meeting is to take
place (or such later time as the chairman of the meeting may determine), and
(b) the proposed amendment does not, in the reasonable opinion of the chairman of the meeting, materially alter the scope of the resolution.
(2) A special resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by ordinary resolution,
if –
(a) the chairman of the meeting proposes the amendment at the general meeting at which the resolution is to be proposed, and
(b) the amendment does not go beyond what is necessary to correct a grammatical or other non-substantive error in the resolution.
(3) If the chairman of the meeting, acting in good faith, wrongly decides that an amendment to a resolution is out of order, the chairman’s error does not invalidate the vote on that resolution.
Change to
33(1) An ordinary resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by ordinary resolution if –
(a) notice of the proposed amendment is given to the company in writing by a person entitled to vote
at the general meeting at which it is to be proposed not less than 48 hours before the meeting is to take
place (or such later time as the Chair of the meeting may determine), and
(b) the proposed amendment does not, in the reasonable opinion of the Chair of the meeting, materially alter the scope of the resolution.
(2) A special resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by ordinary resolution,
if –
(a) the Chair of the meeting proposes the amendment at the general meeting at which the resolution is
to be proposed, and
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(b) the amendment does not go beyond what is necessary to correct a grammatical or other non-substantive error in the resolution.
(3) If the Chair of the meeting, acting in good faith, wrongly decides that an amendment to a resolution
is out of order, the Chair’s error does not invalidate the vote on that resolution.
Proposed by Antony Horton (6501)
Seconded by Rob Monfea (9771)
11: Any Other Business.
12: Date, Venue and Time of Next Meeting.

Notes
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Appendix 1

Minutes of the International Plastic Modellers Society (UK) Ltd.
Annual General Meeting, held on on Saturday 17th July 2021
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, this meeting was held via Zoom.
1. President’s opening remarks
Paul Regan welcomed all members who were in
attendance and stated that this was a first for the
Society to hold an AGM in this new world, using
an online platform.

Questions from the membership
Rob Monfea (9771) passed on a comment for
members to renew now to avoid the usual rush in
October.
Nick Allan (6238) asked why the membership desk
was closed at SMW 2019 in the afternoon?

He stated in this new world of Brexit and Covid-19, that society has changed, and that IPMS
(UK) has had to adapt to these changes, to help
minimise any financial loss for the Society.

The Membership Secretary said that levels of enquires were down significantly and his team could
be better deployed in other tasks.

The Treasurer will state later on in the meeting the
financial figures.

The UKLO added to his report by saying that he
was compiling a list of all members who have
passed away in the previous twelve months and
would be contacting all Branch and SIG leaders if
they would like to contribute.

The President continued with asking IPMS (UK)
members to thank The Telford International Centre
(TIC) for working with IPMS (UK) to retain minimal expenses in the wake of the 2020 SMW show
cancellation, and he also pointed out that the
membership at the time was in full support of this
decision.

Comment from Stuart Carrier (10159) thanking the
UKLO and the EC for including his new SIG on the
current list.
Overseas Liaison Officer (OLO) added to his report that he has responses from some overseas
bodies but has to date received four declining the
invite to SMW 2021.

Moving forward to this year’s ScaleModel World
(SMW), The President stated that planning was
continuing for the event, but no decision will be
taken by the Executive Committee (EC) until the
end of August 2021.

Bill Strandberg Jr (15268) thanked OLO for his continued support.

This was when the Society would be committed
to a financial outlay for this event. The President
asked for the membership to give the EC the six
weeks as SMW is likely to happen but to wait for a
decision to be made.

Competition no update. A question asked by Rob
Monfea (9771). Will there be a competition this
year? Competition Secretary replied, if there is a
SMW there will be a Competition.
SMW manager added an update of bookings for
SMW 2021. With overseas traders a little shy of
previous years bookings. UK trader’s bookings
were very positive.

On the membership side he reported that to date
the current membership was 3782 and it was reassuring that the society has not lost too many members due to the cancellation of SMW 20202.

Magazine Editor had nothing to add to his report.

2. To approve the minutes of the 2020 AGM
Voting for the approval of the 2020 minutes was
Approved unanimously.

Comment from Arend Hoogervorst (55634) with
regards to obituaries and suggested the Editor look
at how other publications are handling this matter.

3. Matters Arising from the 2020 AGM
Ian Sinclair (9857) raised several points with regards to online voting and meetings.

Treasurer referred attendees to the accounts in the
AGM booklet and only added to his report, there
is a cashless trial being undertaken for use at SMW
and there have also been enquires for pre sale of
tickets for SMW this year.

The secretary said that as this meeting is online
this is evidence that the EC are dealing with this
enquiry.
4. To receive the Officer’s reports (Appendix 2)
Additional to their reports the Membership Secretary stated that the membership renewals were
tracking for the same period as last year.

Comment from Bill Strandberg Jr (15268) thanking
the Treasurer for a readable document in the AGM
booklet.
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Question from Stuart Carrier (10159). Was SMW

paid for? The Treasurer responded that a deposit
was pre-paid and will appear in the accounts for
2021.

The change was from “exercise of his rights” to
“exercise of THEIR rights”. This was proposed to
the meeting and the correction was accepted.

5. To approve the 2020 Accounts (Appendix 3)
Approved by majority.

Voting for special resolution 4.
For 475. Against 1. Resolution Approved.

6. To Re-appoint The Sargeant Partnership as
accountants and fix their remuneration
Approved unanimously.

Resolution 5. There were two corrections required
by Richard Middleton (4766) with regards to a non
gender specific correction needed and an addition to the categories of membership.

7. To Elect Officers

Rule 2.5 needed the addition of (c) Family under
types of membership.

Treasurer
John Hebditch (12291)

Approved by majority

Rule 5.7 required a change from chairman to
CHAIR.

UK Liaison Officer
John White (12071)

Approved by majority

This was proposed to the meeting and the correction was accepted.

Approved unanimously

Voting for special resolution 5.

Approved by majority

9. Any Other Business
Paul Regan (5467-Life) awarded Life Membership
to Mark and Rachel Hill (7579) for their service to
the Society of many years.

Overseas Liaison Officer
Gary Wenko (5579)
Magazine Editor
Dave Berryman (8830)

For 476. Against 1. Resolution Approved.

Technical Advisory Officer
Alfie Bass (5703L)

Approved by majority

Membership Secretary

Mark Hill (7579-Life) thanked the meeting for this
award.

No nominations received

Bill Strandberg Jr (15268) thanked the EC for a well
run AGM at these difficult times.

John Hebditch (12291) explained to the meeting
that the Assistant Membership Secretary Doug
Hughes (15581) will step up to be the front of
office for this role. John and Doug have been in
discussions with several members who have offered support in this role and have taken the offer
from Christine Hills (14942) to assist Doug in the
membership role.

Craig Spencer (12752) stated that he was happy to
join the sSociety with his online Military Models
Society and has turned a digital group to a physical group. The magazine editor asked Craig if he
would like to write an article for the magazine
explaining how this came about.

Doug Hughes was co-opted as the Membership
Secretary. A comment from Rob Monfea (9771)
thanked all of the officers who have stood down
this year and thanked all of the new appointees.

Rob Monfea (9771) informed the meeting that the
Bolton show 2022 has been cancelled.
Rob also asked that a Covid-19 risk assessment
could be shared with other show organisers?

8. Resolutions
Resolution 1. An Amendment was proposed to the
meeting from Mark Hill (7579) that the statement
of an Official paying in book be changed to Official Method. This was accepted by the meeting.
For 476. Against 4. Resolution approved.

Paul Regan added this is keyed into the Telford
International Centres (TIC) rules.
Neil Wood (16937) thanked the EC for all their
hard work and stated this is a brilliant Society and
enjoy being a part of it.
10. Date and time of next meeting
The President said that all being well next year
and no restrictions the AGM will revert back to its
May date, with a confirmed date to be published
in due course. The next AGM he hoped will be
a physical meeting with an online presents as a
possibility.

Resolution 2. Voting for resolution 2.
For 476. Against 5. Resolution Approved.
Resolution 3. Voting for resolution 3.
For 476. Against 4. Resolution Approved.
Special Resolution 4. There was a correction required by Richard Middleton (4766) to the special
resolution with regards to a non gender specific
correction needed in Article 3(7).

Meeting closed at 14.27 (BST).
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Appendix 2

Annual Reports of Officers of the Society for 2021
the event.
Once one passed onto the halls of the event,
SMW felt pretty normal, albeit smaller, but what
was undeniable was that everyone there enjoyed
themselves hugely and benefited from the break,
the meeting of people and just being in a positive
environment for a few hours to a few days, and I
rate this as huge success for the Society.

President’s Report
Again, it is the duty of your Board to report on the
Society’s year for 2021, which was a very strange
year and as far from normal as its predecessor,
although in some different ways. Like all businesses, which for the purpose of the AGM and
these reports, is what the Society is, much of our
operation has been changed, our services affected and our finances damaged. If you read through
the following pages, which I hope you will, my
colleagues will discuss each of their specific areas
within the Board, in much more detail, but here I
will just highlight some of our areas.

Sadly as we knew going in, the numbers were
not so successful combining in one year both the
effects of COVID and of Brexit in one go. This
resulted in the loss of virtually all of the overseas
visitors both as exhibitors and as traders, the latter
hitting us hard financially. We also had reduced
numbers of public attendees, quite understandably, which also reduced income - all at the same
time as we faced increased costs too, and this is
shown in the financial results of the Society for
the year.

The main thing we’ve achieved is simply that we
are still here, have retained and indeed improved
our Membership levels and have helped to keep
the hobby alive, vibrant, and forward looking.
We’ve also been able to provide a huge level of
support to our Members, which have been a valuable service to many who would otherwise be
isolated - which I count myself in to some degree.
Sadly, we have lost some Members, stretching
back across the Society’s history, but I know that
they will all be remembered within the Society in
one way or another, and that we’ve at least been
able to support families at funerals this year.

On the flip side though, the recovery of the membership numbers - driven in part by having an
SMW to attend of course - plus the cost savings
of switching to virtual board meetings and AGM,
and the increase in the annual Membership subscription, have all contributed to positive changes
to our finances. This means that we have made
a huge leap in one of our objectives which is to
look to make the Society - excluding SMW - more
self sufficient, so that it does not rely on SMW
making a surplus to support the other elements.
This remains of course an ongoing issue as postage and other costs continue to increase year on
year.

Following having to cancel Scale ModelWorld in
2020, the Board took the decision to go ahead
with the event in 2021. I want to publically applaud the Board for having the courage to make
this decision, and I must say that I 100% believe
this was the right thing to do. We went into the
planning expecting that we would not be able
to cover our costs from the event. However, I’m
pleased that again I was able to bring our friends
and partners as I like to think, Southwater Events
along by doing a revised deal which allowed us to
significantly reduce our financial commitment to
them and thus limit our losses.

The bottom line as you’ll see from the accounts
that we’ve declared a loss of around £23,000 for
the year, although we should be able to claim
some of that back in tax allowances going forward. Whilst this sounds a lot of money - and it
is - it forms less that 25% of our reserves, and
thus does not form any threat to the Society.
Right now, we still have enough funds in the bank
to pay for a SMW with no income at all for it something which cannot happen, but which is the
minimum level of assets which we want to retain,
so we need to look to get back to a break even
for 2022 if possible to protect the reserves which
took 20 years to build up.

The whole event was very difficult to stage, and
we had to make hard calls on how we operated
in relation to COVID. Given that we got pushback
from both ends of the scale, I think we successfully walked the tightrope, and managed to run an
event which ran smoothly, and most importantly, I Our magazine continued to attract positive rehave not heard of a single person who fell ill after sponses from the membership, and although
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We have struck a good balance currently of online
meetings and the occasional physical meeting
wherever restrictions allowed the EC to meet. This
has the added bonus of reducing the expenditure
for all the officers to attend these meetings.

postage sits outside of our direct control and
continues to increase, our editor and magazine
publisher - Chris Ayre managed to deliver the
magazine for much the same cost as three years
ago, providing a valuable benefit applicable to all
the Members, and offering the chance for many
Members to see their work in print.

This year’s AGM we are back to a full meeting at
the South Yorkshire Aviation Museum in Doncaster, and the Society will hopefully have the facility
to provide an online presence as well after the success of last year’s AGM which was hosted on the
Zoom platform with the assistance of a member
Huw Williams (12829).

The Branch and SIG network stands up well,
although the Branches in particular are only just
beginning to return to their physical meetings,
as the world continues to unlock. However, the
programme of model shows around the country
remains heavily affected by issues of safety, attendance and cost, with some venues closed and
looking likely to stay so. Personally, I feel our
shows are a major opportunity to interact with
other modellers, as I’m not a huge fan or user of
social media, and virtual contacts, so I have really
missed these. I would strongly suggest that if you
can, please take the time and effort - and cost - to
support any shows which you can get along to.

The Society has weathered the Covid-19 storm
reasonably well, but there are items which need
to be changed or addressed which the EC will be
introducing over the next few years. More information on these improvements will be communicated
to the membership in the usual way.
Tony Horton
Honorary Secretary

Next year will see the Society reach the landmark
of its 60th anniversary. Your Executive Committee
are committed to making sure that we celebrate
this in appropriate ways for the new world we
find ourselves in, but we hope to do it justice please do all you can to contribute to it.

Honorary Treasurer’s Report
The 2021 accounts have been prepared and included in this booklet. There are no signatures on
them as the signing process was still in progress
when the AGM booklet went to press.

Before ending, I have to say that it remains an
honour to represent the finest scale modelling
society in the country, and to some degree the
world. We have had our difficulties in 2020/1
but your Executive Committee has put in a huge
amount of time into each of their roles in the Society which you can read about in this booklet. I
commend their reports and the information following to you.

The key item, from the detailed Profit and Loss
account 2021, is the loss we incurred on SMW
2021 of £23,431 despite scaling back the show
for reduced trader, Branch and SIG attendance. A
comparison to 2020 is not relevant as there was no
SMW. The following table has a comparison between SMW 2019 that highlights the main factors
for the loss. (Please see over)

Yours Aye
Paul Regan
President IPMS (UK)

Whilst the number of traders was not halved the
income generated was. This was due to a number
of large ones, such as Revell, Airfix, Eduard and
Special Hobby not attending.
In planning for SMW 2021 the Executive Committee anticipated a reduced attendance by traders,
members and the public. Fortunately, Telford
International Centre (TIC) was prepared to allow
us to reduce our booking. This is reflected in the
Venue hire figure for 2021. However, the reduction
in space and cost was not sufficient to offset the
reduction in public sales and the large reduction in
trader income.

Honorary Secretary’s Report
This year 2021 has been an improvement on
the previous year with restrictions being lifted
at times. This allowed for a physical meeting of
the Executive Committee (EC) for the first time in
over a year. Also a pre-planning meeting was also
held for the Scale ModelWorld show and this was
hosted by our venue at The Telford International
Centre.
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SCALE MODELWORLD

2019

2021

Trader income and sponsorship

83278

42184

Public ticket sales

31742

20187

Kit Swap Commission
Total Income
Venue hire and security

expenses. To more accurately show the expenses
of performing each role, major items that are applicable to SMW or the Society as a whole have
been removed and entered into the appropriate
cost category. For example SMW yellow clothing
purchased by the President has been transferred
into the SMW miscellaneous category.

2905
118000

62371

72437

52410

The AGM marks the end of my first year as Treasurer. Not the easiest of years to get used to the job.
It has been quite complicated on the trader management side with managing roll over bookings
going back to 2019 for 2020 that have again rolled
over to 2022. Hopefully SMW 2022 will see those
traders return and we get a chance to recover
some of our loss.
John Hebditch
Honorary Treasurer

Our income from SMW supports our costs of running the show and to break even requires a balance between the two. In the past this balance has
been towards the income exceeding the costs and
over the years has enabled the Society to build
up a healthy reserve fund. For 2021 this is now
reduced to £85,208. It has been the policy of the
Executive Committee to maintain a reserve that
would enable us to cover the full contractual cost
of hiring TIC. For 2022 that is £74,407.
For several years the Society has been fortunate
that the business model, the balance between
income and costs has been relatively predictable
and stable. This has not been the case for the last
year and going forward a more critical examination of the income to cost balance, and the subsequent shape of the show, will be required to
ensure at least break even is achieved if we are not
to drain our reserves. This does not apply to just
our predicted income but also the costs of running
the show. As well as the rising cost of TIC there are
increasing costs of furniture hire, insurance and
accommodation to name but a few.

Membership Secretary’s Report
As can be seen from the figures below, membership numbers are well on the way to recovery after
the drop in numbers due to Covid and the cancellation of SMW. We suffered a drop in numbers in
2021 of just over 900, but recovered by 632 as of
the end of January 2022.
UK Adult (18 years and above)

For management of the finances from the start of
2022 we have moved to Xero. This is a modern
cloud based accounts package and will replace
Money Manager which was past end of life and
had very limited functionality. Being cloud based
Xero will allow all members of the Executive Committee to access it instead of just the Treasurer.
Xero has a monthly fee but this has been offset by
a change in our service provider for Direct Debits.
These were submitted by Sargeants our accountants. They have now been moved to a dedicated
bureau, APT. This should generate a saving of approximately £700 per annum.
A slight change has been made to the Committee expenses breakdown which appears in the
AGM papers. Previously these have been totals
of all items that members have claimed through

2022

2486

2902

16

8

14

1090

795

969

UK Family, 3 or more members

302

226

266

European Adult

130

110

96

European Family, 2 members

32

26

32

European Family, 3 or more
members

3

3

8

Rest of World Adult

49

49

44

Rest of World Family, 2 members

6

7

8

Rest of World Family, 3 or more
members

0

0

0

Life Member

33

33

37

UK Affiliate Club

1

1

1

Life Member’s Family

1

1

1

European Affiliate Club

1

1

0

4665

3746

4378

Total Membership
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2021

3001

UK Family, 2 members

UK Junior (under 18 years)

On the Society side things have improved and
with the help from the increase in membership
fees we are now at break even.

2020

Doug Hughes
Membership Secretary

had only two foreign groups attend our show.
Chartering national bodies is formulaic, really, but
helping folks attend SMW begins in April with invitations going to those who have displayed in the
past and writing to groups who need written letters of invitation to organise visas. We make table
assignments for SMW and notify those displaying
of their designated space and post out unloading/
loading passes to help them when they arrive. The
OLO fields queries from abroad and acts as the
focal point for foreign newsletters and magazines
exchanged for our IPMS Magazine. Committee
meetings are recurring with there being some five
to six each year.

UK Liaison Officers Report
At the time of writing, we have 117 active Branches and 118 active SIGs. I believe that this shows
we are in a very good position as a Society. It
has been decided this year that all Branches and
SIGs will have a six foot double depth space as a
free allocation and may if they wish request extra space in six foot increments to be charged at
£10.00 per six foot. The reason for this is because
we have ever increasing costs of running the show
one of these being table and chair hire, this charge
does not cover the cost of hiring the extra tables
but will offset it to some degree and make the
show more viable for future years.

Gary Wenko
Overseas Liaison Officer

We have also introduced a requirement for new
SIGs to give a little more information about Themselves. This is not to prevent a valid new SIG
forming but as a response to the concern by many
members that there was a duplication in some
cases. As an addition to this, but not a requirement, I would like to see the existing SIGs giving
a better description of their area of interest on the
website, this may attract new members. Please
email me any new description that you would like
to be applied at the usual address.

National Competition Secretary’s Report
Last year was the first since 2019 in which some
form of normality returned to the activities of the
Competition Secretary. Engagement with the IPMS
community has been very positive and the support enjoyed during the Scale ModelWorld (SMW)
2021 competition helped to ensure the success of
the event. Feedback from competitors and judges
has been entirely constructive and will help to
improve next year’s event. The key objectives for
next year will be:

Most Branch and SIG leaders will by now have
received an email about a new Facebook group
which has been formed. This is only open to
Branch and SIG leaders (or deputies) and will be
used as a quick means of bulk communication
by the EC. It can also be used to publicise Branch
shows opening for bookings, this is the link if you
do not already have it:

To streamline the entry process by providing an
online system that will allow competition entries
to be submitted up to a few days before the event.
Some provision will be made for the tiny number
of members who have neither internet access, nor
a friend or family member able to access the online entry system for them.

www.facebook.com/groups/2268130156676551/
John White
UK Liaison Officer

To encourage wider participation in the SMW
competition and ensure that the event enhances its
reputation as a premier event both in the UK and
further afield. One idea strongly favoured is the introduction of a Competition Secretary’s Invitation
scheme, which would seek to encourage the best
models displayed on club stands to be entered into
the competition on the Saturday morning of the
event.

Overseas Liaison Officer’s Report
IPMS (UK) founded the Society and as such we aid
other countries establish their own national body
based upon some basic principles. The job of
Overseas Liaison is to co-ordinate with and support the 70+ currently chartered groups and help
others join IPMS and act as liaison for groups wishing to participate in our annual Scale ModelWorld.
This past year has seen very little activity and we
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To build on the changes made to judging in 2021,
using the reduced team of experienced, enthusiastic and extremely flexible volunteers that participated in the 2021 event. Great efforts will be made
to continually supplement the core team with

plans enabled delegation of tasks and a spreading
of the load.

some annual class winners to ensure that fresh
ideas and perspectives are absorbed with each
round of the annual competition.

Some of the considerations we had to take into
account were reduced numbers of traders, and
therefore reduced income and thus reduced show
footprint being required. However, the exhibitor
demand for space was little diminished. The external influences mentioned earlier and in particular
the participation of our overseas visitors and traders, as well as the impact on EC members meant
some clear decisions needed to be made. One of
the earliest outcomes by the EC was to cancel Kit
Swap for the show, which was rapidly followed
by relocating the competition to main exhibition
space and withdrawing from Hall 3 completely.
All of these aspects and working closely with
Southwater Events meant we were able to reduce
the expense of the show.

To review the number and relevance of the trophies currently awarded to winners of the SMW
competition.
To prepare for the possibilities of a competition located on either the mezzanine floor or in the main
hall of the International Centre. Despite some
concerns about the relocation to the main hall in
2021, few of the concerns were realised and the
2021 location brought several benefits, most significantly the presence of the competition at the
heart of the show and not as an ‘annex’ to it.
Enthusiasm for a ‘national competition’ remains
strong as evidenced by the number and quality of
entries in 2021. With the absence of lockdowns
to provide undisturbed modelling time, it is likely
that the number of entries per member in next
year’s competition will reduce though it is hoped
that this will be countered by a greater number
of entrants. If nothing else, the impact of the pandemic has been to re-establish the hobby as an
important pastime for both existing modellers and
newcomers to the pursuit, and there is optimism
that the SMW competition will benefit from the
greater level of participation across the UK.

In parallel to these practicalities of the show itself,
the continuing shifting sands of pandemic protection requirements and advice also left us trying
our best to keep everyone informed of our position after the confirmation that the show was going ahead. With Pete Readman and John Tapsell’s
diligence, that information was made as swiftly
and clearly as we could through the social media
and web site platforms. On the whole, I would
suggest we got it about right and a great thanks
needs to go out to all those attended for their patience, understanding and adherence to our plans,
making it as safe as we could for all participants.

Andy Brown
Competition Secretary

Within the show itself there were a small number
of minor changes which seemed to have a positive impact. Access for set up was adjusted and
it made life easier for both the traders and the
exhibitors and will be repeated next time. Moving
the SIG and Branch Leaders meeting to Saturday
meant that Sunday was less rushed. We will probably move it to later on Saturday to avoid some
leaders who judge in the competition missing out,
but there could always be an argument for delegating attendance within the groups too. Show
breakdown always seems manic and the process
will be made much clearer next time. We need
to satisfy Southwater Events that it is safe to move
from one phase to the next but that means everyone adhering to the plan.

Scale ModelWorld Manager’s Report
Having “got away lightly” in 2020, SMW21 enabled me to break my duck as my first show as
manager. By now it will be well known that the
event was much reduced against what has become the normal event but that does not translate
into it being any the easier to organise and coordinate.
The combined impacts of the pandemic and Brexit meant that frequent communication with traders
at home and abroad became a practically daily
and ongoing requirement. Liaising with my EC
colleagues and indeed Southwater Events as much
part of the picture. The final decision to run the
show was made over the bank holiday weekend
in August which further condensed the show’s
organisation into a much tighter schedule and as
everything began to firm up the additional help of
Richard Farrar and Francis Chapman with the hall
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The main Mirage Anniversary display was outstanding and the general standard and quality of
the SIG and Branch tables, buoyed by extended
bench time afforded by the pandemic, certainly
reflected well on those exhibiting and on the So-

will have been established before this years event.
Those overseas Branches that attended revealed
that the fears of travelling across the borders
proved to be much exaggerated if the preparations
were made carefully.

ciety as a whole. We should all remain justifiably
proud of our achievements.
It was my first time on the balcony for the Remembrance Parade and it was an experience
that I will never forget as silence descended and
motion came to a stop. It is a highlight of the
weekend for many and justifiably so. However,
it was the last time we will have heard Mack
McRudden’s dulcet tones and thanks go to him
for his extended temporary service in bringing the
balcony to attention.

Looking ahead and the larger displays pencilled in
to-date are as follows:
2022 South Atlantic Conflict: 40 Years anniversary
2023 Society 60th Anniversary
2024 Airfix 75 years of kit production

One feature that met a measured success was the
introduction of card readers for Society money
handling requirements. This had been tested on a
limited basis beforehand at a number of provincial
shows, but the process is still new to us and a
number of limitations were experienced at SMW.
Another aspect was the introduction of advanced
ticket access for non-Society member attendance
which was on the whole also successful and another learning curve.

2025 TBC
2026 40 years since the Chernobyl disaster
Some years (2022 and 2024 for example) there are
other groups wishing to conduct larger displays
that we will endeavour to accommodate in the
best way possible.
As it is the end of my elected term I have put my
name forward for re-election. I would like to think
that we would not return to the uncertainties of
the past couple of years and that SMW remains a
firm fixture on everyone’s calendar.

In terms of some facts concerning attendance in
2021, the following information may be of interest.
Wrist bands/attendance

Richard Middleton
SMW Manager

SMW SMW SMW SMW Variance
2017 2018 2019 2021 to 2019
Members

1787 2673 2506

Overseas

340

Public

2600 2580 2645 1751

Exhibitors/
Set up

360

274

1803

65%

Publicity Officer’s Report

791

578

809

564

Traders

680

652

734

258

35%

TOTAL

6198 6843 6968 4376

63%

Given all the uncertainty we have faced over the
past couple of years, IPMS (UK) has managed to
continue operating very well. The core elements
of the Society have maintained their value and
contributions to both IPMS and the wider modelling community, despite the presence of Corona
virus and other organisational challenges.

70%

Number of Traders
(based on the respective show guide)
176

163

157

83

2021 saw a slow revival in the traditional model
circuit but I suspect it will be another 12 months
before it returns to its previous levels. Unfortunately we have lost a few shows permanently
but nonetheless, it’s a much healthier place than
where we were this time last year.

53%

Given the extenuating circumstances around the
2021 show, we enabled traders to choose whether
to attend, be refunded or roll forward their booking to 2022. The majority of the traders who
decided not to attend in 2021 have rolled forward their booking so we would like to think that
numbers will be back to where they were. Those
that did attend and have voiced an opinion have
appreciated the opportunity to do so. For those
from overseas, the Brexit situation will remain
a challenge but not insurmountable and greater
knowledge and understanding of the requirements

It is particularly pleasing to look back on the success of Scale ModelWorld 2021. It was a smaller
show with many additional complexities to factor
into its operation but despite making a financial
loss the overall success of the event means that we
are much better placed to plan for future shows,
building back up to the type of show we want to
be running for our 60th Anniversary in 2023.
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have, and that we can cover.

From a Publicity perspective it was always going to be a difficult year to predict. Maintaining
a positive outlook in an environment where the
Covid 19 rules and regulations seemed to change
from week to week proved challenging. Maintaining a positive flow of information without overpromising means that we tended to err on the side
of caution.

If you have written articles before, we’d love to
hear from you - but if you haven’t written one
before, why not give it a go? If you are unsure
how to go about it, just get in touch and we’ll help
you out!
Dave Berryman
Magazine Editor

We minimised any expenditure on our traditional
merchandise items, focusing only on the two seam
tools and some pin badges for Scale ModelWorld
2021. For the coming year we’ll be looking carefully at the types of merchandise that sell in large
enough quantities to warrant their development
and purchase. The existing seam tools continue to
sell steadily and there are early plans for another
tool or gadget, but whether this proves viable is
another matter.

Technical Advisory Service Officer’s Report
Despite having to self-isolate due to the Corona
virus pandemic and spending time in hospital,
I have continued to serve the Society as best I
can during the past year. I have carried out as
much research, as I was able to on behalf of those
members seeking assistance with their modelling
projects, and have endeavoured to answer those
queries to the best of my ability. Where I have
been unable to do so, I have requested information via the TAS Matters column in the Society
Magazine or the Society’s FB pages. Due to my
ill health, I was not able to be the EC representative at the Fenland and Brampton Shows, nor
was I able to manage the Kit Swap at SMW 21. I
helped out on the Merchandise Stand instead and
organised the Charity tables (Give an Old Model a
New Home), which realised the sum of £525. This
was donated to Marie Curie Cancer Care. Going
forward, I have decided to retire from running the
Kit Swap with immediate effect, as I feel that my
health and age are both against me from doing so.
However, I will resume attending Shows as the EC
representative.
Alfie Bass
TAS Officer

The Executive Committee will be operating IPMS
Publicity/Membership stands at several shows in
the coming months as we re-establish our presence on the show scene.
In closing this brief report I have to extend my
thanks to my fellow EC members for their support
over the past year, to Chris Ayre for his continued
support on many aspects of our publicity, printing
and merchandise projects and as ever, the members of IPMS (UK) for their kind words, enthusiasm
and willingness to pitch in whenever a task needs
to doing.
John Tapsell
Publicity Officer

Magazine Editor’s Report
It’s been another strange year, but at least we had
Scale ModelWorld 2021 to raise our spirits!
I’ve continued to work away as Editor of IPMS
Magazine, and we have produced another six
issues that we hope have done their bit in helping
to keep the Society together, by keeping Members
informed and entertained! The “we” is the Editorial Team of Chris Ayre and myself, and Chris has
done a sterling job in putting the layout of each
issue together, and doing the artwork.
I have a healthy stash of articles and other material to keep the Magazine going for a bit, but we
could always do with more, not only to keep the
periodical up to date, but also to maintain a balance of the modelling interests that Members

Kit Instruction Library
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A steady flow of requests have been received
throughout the past year and almost all have
been met from within the library within 48 hours.
When the library does not hold a copy to meet
a request, I am sometimes able to source a copy
online or from within the wider membership of
the society through the TAS column of the magazine. The library of kit instructions continues to
grow and many members now choose to make
their donations as PDF files so that they can retain

the originals. I am very happy to receive them in
this way as it saves space and avoids wasted postage charges.

tions, updates and, sadly, cancellations of model
shows, exhibitions and other modelling events.
As always, any feedback, suggestions and offers of
help are welcome!

May I also take this opportunity to record my
apology for my absence at this year’s AGM? I have
been looking forward to it being held at the Doncaster Aircraft Museum since the venue was first
arranged but I will be in the Netherlands on 28
May and not getting back until the following day.

Pete Readman
Webmaster

Brian Cameron
IPMS (UK) Kit instruction Library

Decal Bank Report
Another year mainly in lockdown has continued
to see significant interest in the service. A steady
flow of requests and donations have come along,
and we’ve managed to meet a lot of requests, but
fair amounts have defeated us as ever.

Webmaster Report
During 2020 there were over 65,000 visitors to
the website, who viewed over 332,000 pages. This
was down about 15% on 2019, the last time we
held Scale ModelWorld.

Hopefully with the return of shows and meetings,
we’ll be able to draw in more help from our contacts around the Society but, meanwhile, thanks
to everyone for their patience. I’m intending to
make more use of the magazine to publish requests in coming months so hopefully will be able
to assist more members over time. Likewise, many
thanks to all who have donated to the ‘bank,
many with no requests in return.

The usual Branch and SIG Annual Return survey
was run, as was the SMW Competition Entry system.
There were 337 changes, updates and fixes to the
website, the email system and the membermojo
membership system during the year. Deputy Webmaster Martin Kershaw also undertook 72 addi-

Paul Regan
Decalbank Co-ordinator
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Appendix 3

IPMS (UK) Statement of Accounts 1st January to 31st December 2021
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

DETAILED PROFIT & LOSS ACCOUNTS 2021
All Activity Non Scale
Scale
2020
ModelWorld ModelWorld
£
2020 £
2020 £

All Activity Non Scale
Scale
2021
ModelWorld ModelWorld
£
2021 £
2021 £

INCOME
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Magazine adverts
Members' Subs

84288

84288

84288

84288

0

1333

1333

79777

79777

81110

81110

0

SCALE MODELWORLD
Trader income and sponsorship

42184

42184

Public ticket sales

20187

20187

Kitswap commission

0

Competition sponsorship

0
0

0

27
1467

0

62371

0

27

7

7

1467

1593

1593

0

0

62371

INTEREST
Bank interest
MERCHANDISE SALES
Merchandise sales - branded
Merchandise sales - magazines
Total sales income

1467

1467

Cost of Goods Sold

-913

-913

Net income(-)/loss(+) on
merchandise sales

554

554

84869

84869

TOTAL INCOME

0

1601

1601

-1460

-1460

0

0

-201

-201

0

0

143428

81057

62371

EXPENDITURE
SCALE MODELWORLD
RUNNING COSTS
Venue hire and security
SMW miscellaneous
(set-up crew, etc)

-104

-104

Hotel accomm - EC
Hotel accomm - volunteers/sponsors
Annual Dinner
Secure store facility

1704

1704

52410

52410

5525

5525

0

0

6622

6622

0

0

1704

1704

Competition trophies

2314

2314

Furniture hire

7538

7538

1600

0

1600

76113

0

76113

MAGAZINE
Printing/layout

37737

37737

36717

36717

Dispatch

24678

24678

23864

23864

1580

1580

1110

1110

0

0

61690

61690

Articles
Special Magazine
(printing/dispatch)

63995

63995
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0

0

PUBLICITY
Website & Membership Database

1491

1491

1491

1491

0

1715

1715

1715

1715

0

EQUIPMENT
Equipment

71

71

0

0

0

71

71

0

0

0

697

697

2595

914

10

10

555

289

266

97

53

44

0

0

0

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
Travel
Telephone
Postage
Stationery

2654

2617

132

132

37

Printing
Subsistence

1681

7

7

194

146

48

241

241

712

631

81

Sundries

165

153

12

Hotel accommodation (net of
recharges) and dinner

385

71

315

37

4713

2267

2445

2761

4295

IT supplies

3731

3694

CHARGES
Accountancy/Audit fees

2761

Bank charges and transaction
charges

2114

2071

43

2973

Insurance

4768

3512

1256

724

724

10367

6307

0

0

5644

5644

DD Bureau charges

4295
2176

797

6363

4211

2152

1376

1376

4060

15007

7763

7243

0

0

0

0

3439

3439

1030

1030

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
COMPLIANCE COSTS
AGM booklet incl. postage
Membership Cards
Printing of Club Rules, M&As

2181

2181

Membership postage, franking M/C

29

3109

3109

0

0

Legal advice

240

Board meeting and
AGM venue hire

257

257

0

0

2

2

29

29

Annual return

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Pre-tax profit/loss for year

240

29

8324

8084

240

7636

7636

0

92160

86223

5937

166874

81072

85802

-7291

-1354

-5937

-23447

-15

-23431

1111

0

1111

0

1111

0

0

0

-6180

-1354

-4826

-23447

-15

-23431

CORPORATION TAX
Corporation Tax

Post-tax profit/
loss for year

1111

Note: All figures are rounded to the nearest whole number.
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0

Committee Expenses for Financial Year 01/01/21 ~ 31/12/21
Committee Expenses
analysed by post (not
postholder) excl. VAT

Travel

Phone

£

£

President

339

Hon Secretary

344

Hon. Treasurer

278

Membership Secretary

144

Postage Stationery Printing Subsistence
£

£

£

£
26

IT
Hotel Sundry Total
Supplies Costs Expenses
£
£
£
£

136

184

32
10

111

3

64

41

461

85
20

19

441

499

748

Assistant Membership
Secretary

0

Competition Secretary
TAS Officer

0
184

194

10

Magazine Editor

0

Scale ModelWorld
Manager

168

92

36

UK Liaison Officer

404

198

36

Overseas Liaison
Officer

297

47

Publicity Officer

120

43

Webmaster

21

73
28

2595

14

50

479

85

163
611

293
10

555

404
930

264

318

Total

685

116

129

194

854

463

198

Appendix 4

Nominations for the Executive Committee Posts IPMS (UK)
AGM 2022 ~ Election Addresses
decisions, and making things happen. My business skills and long built up relationships with
Southwater Events in particular allowed the
Society to avoid too much financial backlash
from our SMW commitments.

Standing for the post of

President
Paul Regan (5467L)

Things are still not back to “normal”, and indeed may never return to the way things were
in pre COVID days, but I believe that I can still
help with these changes. At the same time,
we can continue to work towards some of the
projects and ideas which have effectively been
stalled for 2 years. To that end, I’ll be leading
a brainstorming meeting of the Board in 2022,
to re-evaluate the Society, it’s aims and objectives, and look to set some new targets - last
time we did that, we agreed to look to build
our reserves to cover for any bad years, something which has kept the Society afloat in these
pandemic years.

As our regulations require, this year I am retiring in rotation from the Board, but I am putting
myself forward for election for another term.
The last two years have been the strangest in
the history of the Society, and have thrown
a number of challenges our way. This has
been interesting in many ways, has required
a lot of adjustment to our thought processes
and operations, and has been quite pressured
and demanding in many ways, principally the
decisions to cancel and then run Scale ModelWorld across the 2 years, and I feel that I
have been a major participant in leading the
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disrupted by events beyond our control. That
has left a couple of projects on hold and I’d like
the opportunity to pursue those over the next
two years.

I continue to enjoy the role, and believe that I
still have a contribution to make in this role, so I
would like to ask for your support to that end in
the coming vote at the AGM.

Managing the publicity and merchandising
aspects of IPMS (UK) is both challenging and
satisfying and with our 60th Anniversary due to
occur in 2023, bringing a level of knowledge,
experience and stability to the role is something
I believe will be beneficial to the Society as a
whole. The hobby continues to develop and
change as new technologies appear and placing
us on a solid grounding as we move beyond our
60th birthday is hugely important to the long
term future of IPMS (UK).

Standing for the post of

Honorary Secretary
Antony Horton (6501)
This will be my second term as Honorary Secretary and I am still learning the roles. Another
term in this position and I hope that the society
will be more efficient in the way we run the
business on a day to day basis. I will be looking
at ways to make this a more streamlined position by using as many online options that are
available.

Fulfilling the role for another two years will also
give me an opportunity to search for a new face
to undertake the role when the post next comes
up for election. I do not intend to go beyond the
2024 AGM as Publicity Officer. It’s a great role
from my perspective and one I enjoy, but it isn’t
one I want to pursue indefinitely.

Standing for the post of

Membership Secretary
Doug Hughes (15581)

Standing for the post of

I have been involved as part of the Membership
team since 2018, as deputy to Cliff Bassett and
then John Hebditch, so I knew much of the job
fairly well before volunteering to be co-opted
as Membership Secretary in July last year. With
membership processes now more streamlined
and automated, the job mostly comprises
diligently working throughout the year to get
members’ cards out to them, and dealing with
enquiries and problems as they arise. I think I
am well able to fulfil this task, and look forward
to serving the membership in this role for the
next two years.

Scale ModelWorld Manager
Richard Middleton (4766)
It has to be said the last two years of my tenure
have been unusual for the role of SMW Manager. Consequently, it has been a busy period
too, but I hope that in conjunction with a strong
team, I have been able keep everything on an
even keel and that the show in 2021 was worth
the wait for those that attended. All being well
the 2022 show will go ahead at something approaching normal which will mean a return to
the typical figures of attendees: public, overseas, traders and members.
What the adjustment in 2021 has shown is that
perhaps we need to rethink certain aspects of
the event and the EC will be conducting a review of these. If you elect me back into the role,
it will be under my remit to see these through,
but I will do so in a measured manner, not root
and branch upheaval of something that fundamentally works for most people.

Standing for the post of

Publicity Officer
John Tapsell (5857L)
I have put forward my nomination to stand for
the post of Publicity Officer this year in part
because the past two years have been seriously
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Standing for the post of

Standing for the post of

Webmaster
Peter Readman (5802)

Competition Secretary
Andrew Brown (7616)

Over the last two years I have had to adapt
various processes to cope with the COVID-19
pandemic.

The Scale Modelworld competition is the premier annual event at which the very best examples of our hobby should be on display. The
quality and quantity of models entered into the
Most notably, we could not hold Scale Modcompetition showcase the standard of contemelWorld in 2020, and so we needed to have a
porary British modelling and the participation of
membership poll to assist in formulating our
international competitors is a great opportunity
plans.
to see at first hand the trends, styles and techI also set up a photo upload facility on the webniques being employed by modellers elsewhere
site for November 2020, so that members could
in the world. The competition is the beating
show off their lockdown models. This attracted
heart of Scale ModelWorld and to win any
over 900 photos.
award in the competition should be the highest
Work on the website events diary increased, be- accolade for any modeller. It is with that ambicause many shows were being advertised, then tion for the competition that I am again seeking
sadly postponed, then often cancelled.
nomination to be the IPMS(UK) Competition
If re-elected I would continue to develop IPMS’s Secretary, and as a lifelong model maker and
career RAF officer I hope to make a substantial
online presence and so raise the Society’s procontribution to the running of future events and
file on the internet, so as to encourage fellow
modellers to join. I would also look at automat- to the invaluable work of the Executive Committee
ing processes that will reduce costs and save
our volunteers’ and officers’ time.

Notes
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Appendix 5

The Board’s Comments and Recommendations on the Resolutions
Ordinary Resolution 1: Update Club Rule 11.5(C)
to simply read:-

open to abuse, and a significant cost implication
to the Society.

(c) Members of the public, who may be charged at
different rates.

For the avoidance of any doubt, the EC confirm
that they will retain free admission for children
and carers for the foreseeable future.

The Board of Directors are requesting this to provide more flexibility in the financial structuring of
Scale ModelWorld in the more unstable world we
find ourselves in currently, by removing a guaranteed level of reduced price in public access tickets
for the event specifically for seniors.

This Resolution is submitted by the Board and
thus we ask you to support it.
Special Resolution 1: Miscellaneous amendments
to Articles related to tidying up, gender neutralisation, etc.

Given that all manner of income generating areas
must be considered in order to make the event
viable (for example, it has already been agreed to
introduce a form of charges for Branch and SIG
table space at the event), it is deemed by the EC
that this concession may need to be reduced or
withdrawn to avoid Members having to effectively
subsidise these members of the public in their
attendance. Given that something over 25% of the
tickets sold in 2021 were of this type, and that it
is hard to confirm disability, it is both something

The Honorary Secretary has tabled these changes
to the wording in the Articles of Association to
remove the gender nomination i.e. Chairman, and
replace these with the wording of Chair.
This is in line with motions that were passed last
year of a similar nature and these amendments
tidy up the Articles of Association to avoid any
confusion.
This Resolution is submitted by the Board and
thus we ask you to support it.

Notes
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